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Combatting Animal Exploitation through capital
Claire Smith, creator of the Beyond Investing vegan investment platform and cofounder of Beyond Animal, has created a video presentation entitled Combatting
Animal Exploitation - the next frontier in sustainable and impact investing
which clearly lays out the environmental, societal, health and economic cost of
human exploitation of animals, which undermine our achievement of many of the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). It outlines how an
integrated approach to sustainable and impact investing, applying a policy
framework inspired by vegan principles, can be part of the solution and accelerate
change for the benefit of humans, animals and a healthy planet.
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UN SDGs
The UN SDGs are the blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for
all. They address the global challenges humanity faces, including those related to
poverty, inequality, climate change, health, environmental degradation, peace
and justice.

Making the connection
Of the 17 SDGs at least 12, including the most important four that underpin our
ability to survive on Earth, are threatened by the use of animals. Addressing the
hefty footprint of animal exploitation is crucial to our future survival and a fairer
society.

Adding the V to ESG
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Whereas assets run to Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) criteria have
been growing, almost none explicitly consider animal abuse.

Beyond Investing
As the world's first and only vegan investment platform, Beyond Investing seeks to
provide solutions across public and private markets, in multiple sectors and
geographies, that, to the extent practical and possible, avoid investing in the
exploitation of animals, and instead proactively divert money towards investments
which accelerate our transition to a compassionate world.

Watch Combatting Animal Exploitation - the next
frontier in sustainable and impact investing
Watch video now

Ethical Investment Survey
As discussed in the film, the Beyond Animal platform aims to facilitate funding of
companies across all geographies and sectors that have a part to play in creating a
thriving economy free of harm to all animals.
To do this we are assessing investor interest in different types and sizes of
projects and would ask that you please complete the Ethical Investment Survey
by clicking on the button below.

Complete survey now

Beyond Animal app
Beyond Animal is a multi-purpose Humanity platform whose aim is to end animal
exploitation by accelerating the growth of a sustainable, cruelty-free economy.

Install app now
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Please share this newsletter with friends, colleagues and social media and please
Like or Follow us on social media via the buttons below

Beyond Advisors IC,, a member of the Beyond Investing platform,, Digital Hub Jersey, Block 3 Ground
floor,, Grenville Street,, St Helier,, Jersey
Unsubscribe Manage preferences
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